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Glamour Girl
Band 1 - Wer liebt, verliert

Glamour Girl - You Love, You Lose
Vicky has never seen her best friend like this before. When
Blanche receives a threatening letter, she feels the carpet is
being pulled from under her feet. The sender is Robin Dorville,
no less, the ruler of one of the mightiest glamour societies in the
country. He’s a power-hunger character, arrogant and goodlooking. How on earth can she reach him? His society, known as
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“Saya North”, is currently in crisis because Robin is seeking his
future regent-consort, or “First Harmony”. As the woman at his
side, she will become one of the most powerful women in the
country. Desperate as Vicky is, she applies – under a
pseudonym – to become Robin’s First Harmony. She is actually
accepted as a candidate and soon ﬁnds herself caught up in a
world of glittering parties, jealousy and intrigue as dark as it’s
glamorous between the candidates and thrilling dates with
Robin. But when she hears of a mysterious case of murder in
the past, her whole world is turned upside down.
Love, hate and intrigue: Surrender to the glamour society and
you will never be free of it again!
Star potential: Gossip Girl meets Selection meets Pretty little
Liars
-\x09A plot entirely without fantasy, a setting worthy of glossy
magazines
-\x09Friend or foe, love or hate? Big emotions and even bigger
intrigues
Book 2 will be coming out in February 2019: Glamour Girl Poisonous Truth
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After completing her ﬁrst manuscript – which covered an impressive 20 A4
pages – at the age of ten, Evelyn Uebach just hasn’t been able to stop
writing. She and her sister have been writing a book and art blog together
since 2012.
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